INTRODUCTION
The current crisis has offered us an opportunity to rethink and rebuild tourism in a more sustainable way despite all the difficulties Myanmar has faced over the past few months.

The key environmental issues in the country are impacted by economic, social, public health, access to clean, fresh water, energy demands, and intensification of agricultural links between our environment, economy and society.

This highlights the necessity of a sustainable future in tourism and to think broadly across economic, environmental, social and cultural areas and to take a long-term view.

It requires an integrated approach to policy and decision-making and for the government to act as a coherent integrated body rather than a number of parallel, sometimes conflicting, parts. The Ministry of Hotels and Tourism can play a significant role in the sustainability of tourism development.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this briefing note is to set out the priorities for the sustainability of the environment in the tourism sector over the coming five years to balance the impacts of the COVID-19 crisis. The actions and outcomes over five years will be organized to align with our priorities.

The intention is to boost Myanmar’s economy by growing the value of domestic and international visitors. With COVID-19, we recognize the challenges of responding to global changes and growing sustainably.

SUSTAINABILITY IN THE ENVIRONMENT
Environmental impacts affect everyone in the sector. Tourism’s focus is on people and the places where they live, work and play, as well as on the natural world. The MTSRR aims to manage domestic tourism growth better in the immediate term and make sure all communities share the benefits.

MTSRR strategic actions aim to improve planning and more sustainable funding to tackle the pressure of potential travellers, and by aligning with CERP, the government will take a more active role in tourism to continue to support national and regional economies, and create jobs.

MTSRR sets out key priorities which involve MoHT working more closely with related ministries, local government, communities and the tourism and conservation sectors. The priorities focus on improving productivity, protecting natural environment, culture and historic heritage, providing good visitor experiences, making sure communities are better off economically, and encouraging the growth of tourism around the States and Regions.
For a sustainable future, more focus on communities and social wellbeing means more investment in transport and tourism-related infrastructure. Sustainability in tourism will protect the heritage, culture and environment for future generations.

Over the past decades, the increase in tourist numbers has become one of the biggest conservation challenges; including climate change, impacts of invasive pests, habitat loss and degradation. But with good and clear policies, tourism can be a champion for the restoration of the natural environment in Myanmar.

At a regional level the MTSRR strategy will put added emphasis on improving destination management and visitor data so the industry has a better understanding where people travel, why they come, and what they want to do.

An investment strategy should decide where resources should be applied and inform spending from Government/CERP funds into tourism projects.

Tourism and conservation levies could be applied to international tourists for long-term funding where the money will split between facilities used by tourists such as roads, and conservation of existing eco and protected areas such as wetlands, forests and marine coastal areas.

MTSRR sets out the priorities of Tourism from the economic benefits of jobs and tax revenues, to positive and negative impacts on the environment and local communities. Whilst much work has been done to consider these different influences in isolation, very little is known about the overall impact tourism is having on destinations.

This is an important gap in knowledge which affects the industry’s ability to manage its impact for the benefit of the destination - to protect the environment, benefit local people, and improve the customer experience.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

- When managing and developing regions, places and tourism resources for a better sustainable future, it is important to foster partnerships for the benefits of tourism related-environment and heritage (including natural, historic and hidden places) as well as economic and community development which are important for sustainability goals. The recommendations here is to find a common understanding between conservation, management and a sustainable business approach.

- A guideline for all Tourism Stakeholders in the way forward to develop the sustainable future for tourism, heritage and the environment for protecting and safeguarding the benefits of the local communities.

- Environment and heritage are assets of mainstream and niche tourism products and are in the position to educate the visitors about the values of our natural and cultural and heritage places.

- Need to recognise and protect the values of natural and cultural places in order to enhance tourism product development and the management of places in the long term.

- Achieving sustainable tourism requires motivation, determination and a systematic approach to assist tourism, heritage, culture and environments’ interest.

- The process of the approach should integrate the needs of tourism, the environment and heritage when developing a sustainable tourism destination, tourism product or managing a place.

- The proper planning process should apply from the start to finish, or use in part if more appropriate followed in larger planning exercises such as regional planning process or by small interest groups such as DMOs or individuals wanting to promote a single attraction.

- To implement the Process Approach to assist the needs of the visitors, the environment, business and the local community based on MTSRR priorities in environment, heritage and tourism planning.
CONCLUSION

For the long-term sustainable future, reimagine and rebuild destinations using triple bottom line approach, encourage businesses to build resilience through sustainable criteria or SDGs by bringing all stakeholders together to decide their tourism preferences in terms of desired outcomes.

From the aspect of economy, collect data to track the impact of tourism activities on local communities to streamline processes, assist MSMEs in their business recovery to offer valuable experiences and employment and monitor the KPIs to measure the tourism success according to high-value low impact.

Five key pillars of sustainable tourism

Assessing the current state of affairs within the pillar
Assessing capacities and skills required at all levels
Uncovering opportunities and the challenges to addressed
Analysing needs and defining the most effective interventions
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Figure 1: Myanmar’s 21 Designated Ecotourism Sites

Disclaimer: The names shown and the boundaries used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.